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The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment is a next-generation long-baseline 
neutrino oscillation experiment between Fermilab (Illinois, USA) and the Sanford 
Underground Research Facility (South Dakota, USA) consisting of 

• a new MW-scale neutrino beamline (LBNF); 

• a far detector consisting of four 17-kiloton liquid argon TPC modules; 

• a high-resolution, high-rate near detector. 
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The science program of DUNE includes: 

• Long-baseline neutrino oscillations. 

– Leptonic CP violation. 

– Neutrino mass ordering. 

– Precision test of the 3-neutrino mixing framework. 
• Neutrino astrophysics (e.g. detection of core-collapse supernovae). 

• Nucleon decay and other searches for physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM).
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It will use protons (60–120 GeV) from Fermilab’s Main 
Injector with an initial power of 1.2 MW (~1021 POT/yr), 
upgradeable later to 2.4 MW. 
It can run in neutrino and antineutrino modes by 
switching the polarity of the magnetic horns.  
The wide-band beam enables the use of the 1st and 
2nd oscillation maxima and enhances probing of new 
BSM phenomena. A higher-energy tune is under 
consideration.
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Far detector: Liquid argon TPC
Fine-grained, 3D images of neutrino interactions. Low detection thresholds. 
Close to full acceptance. Particle identification based on dE/dx and range.

[ProtoDUNE-SP Run 5779 Event 12360]
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Chapter 4: Far Detector Reference Design: Single-Phase LArTPC 4–25

are called anode planes and cathode planes, respectively. (Note the di�erent uses of the word1

plane.) Field-cage modules enclose the four open sides between the anode and cathode planes.2

When proper bias voltages are applied to the APAs and CPAs, a uniform electric field is created3

in the volume between the anode and cathode planes. A charged particle traversing this volume4

leaves a trail of ionization in the ultra-pure liquid argon. The electrons drift toward the anode5

wire planes, inducing electric current signals in the frontend electronic circuits connected to the6

sensing wires. The current-signal waveforms from all sensing wires are amplified and digitized by7

the frontend electronics and transmitted through cold (immersed) cables and feedthroughs to the8

data acquisition (DAQ) system outside of the cryostat. While electrons drift toward the APAs,9

positive ions drift toward the CPAs at a velocity five orders of magnitude slower than that of the10

electrons and therefore contribute little to the signal on the wires.11
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Figure 4.3: Cross sections of the LBNE 5-kt TPC (left) and the DUNE 10-kt TPC (right). The exchange
of the APA and CPA positions significantly reduces the energy stored in the TPC by eliminating the
two ground-facing cathode planes. This allows an increase in the detector’s fiducial volume given the
same cryostat volume. The length of the DUNE TPC is 58 m along the direction of the neutrino beam
(into the page). fig:tpc-xsect1

The TPC active volume (Figure
fig:tpc-xsect1
4.2) is 12 m high, 14.5 m wide and 58 m long in the beam direction.12

Its three rows of APA planes interleaved with two rows of CPA planes are oriented vertically, with13

the planes parallel to the beamline. The electric field is applied perpendicular to the planes. The14

maximum electron-drift distance between a cathode and an adjacent anode is 3.6 m. This requires15

a ≠180 kV bias voltage on the cathode plane to reach the 500 V/cm nominal drift field. The16

anode plane assemblies are 2.3 m wide and 6 m high. Two 6 m modules are stacked vertically to17

instrument the 12 m active depth. In each row, 25 such stacks are placed edge-to-edge along the18

beam direction, forming the 58 m active length of the detector. Each CPA has the same width,19

but half the height (≥3 m) as an APA, for ease of assembly and transportation. Four CPAs will20

be stacked vertically to form the full 12-m active height. Each cryostat houses a total of 150 APAs21

and 200 CPAs. Each facing pair of cathode and anode rows is surrounded by a field cage assembled1

from panels of FR-4 glass-reinforced epoxy laminate sheets with parallel copper strips connected2

to resistive divider networks. The entire TPC is suspended from five mounting rails under the3
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Located 574 m downstream of neutrino beam production target. 

The conceptual design includes three different components: 

• NDLAr: 150 t LArTPC with pixelated readout. 

• NDGAr: magnetised, high-pressure gaseous argon TPC and ECAL. 

• SAND: magnetised tracker and ECAL used as beam monitor. 

The design includes the possibility of taking data at off-axis positions with the 
Ar TPCs, exposing them to neutrino fluxes with different spectra. 

• Handle to deconvolve the neutrino flux and cross section.

Near detector
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Topics investigated include the following: 

• Non-standard short-baseline and long-baseline oscillation phenomena: 
sterile neutrino mixing, non-standard neutrino interactions, non-unitarity*, 
CPT violation. 

• Searches at the FD: baryon number violation, boosted dark matter. 

• Searches at the ND: trident interactions, heavy neutral leptons*, low-mass dark 
matter. 

(*Not discussed in this talk.) 

More details:  

• B. Abi et al. (DUNE Collaboration), Eur. Phys. J. C 81 (2021) 322. 

BSM physics in DUNE
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Non-Standard  
Neutrino Oscillations

ND FD
νμp νμ → νX
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Sterile (right-handed) neutrinos are a prediction of 
many BSM models explaining the origin of neutrino 
masses. 

Oscillations between active and new light sterile 
neutrino states would distort the standard oscillation 
probabilities (see plots). 

DUNE will be sensitive to this effect through the 
combined analysis of the νµ and νe spectra from both 
the near and far detectors. The wide span of neutrino 
energies from LBNF beam enables probes over large 
regions of parameter space.
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Sterile neutrino mixing

Assuming 300 kton MW yr exposure (staged 7 year running) for 3+1 model with oscillations in ND and FD: 

• On its own, DUNE can potentially probe the sterile mixing parameter space at same level or better  
than present and future experiments. 

• Sensitivities include normalization-only systematics, so the two DUNE lines represent best (black) 
and worst (grey) scenarios.

Eur. Phys. J. C (2021) 81 :322 Page 11 of 51 322

Fig. 2 The top plot shows the DUNE sensitivities to !14 from the "e CC
samples at the ND and FD, along with a comparison with the combined
reactor result from Daya Bay and Bugey-3. The bottom plot is adapted
from Ref. [18] and displays sensitivities to !24 using the "µ CC and NC
samples at both detectors, along with a comparison with previous and
existing experiments. In both cases, regions to the right of the contours
are excluded

these limits become |Uµ4|2 < 0.001 (0.068) and |U#4|2 <

0.067 (0.186) at the 90% CL, where we conservatively
assume cos2 !14 = 1 in both cases, and additionally
cos2 !24 = 1 in the second case.

Finally, sensitivity to the !µe effective mixing angle,
defined as sin2 2!µe ! 4|Ue4|2|Uµ4|2 = sin2 2!14 sin2 !24,
is shown in Fig. 4, which also displays a comparison with the
allowed regions from the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detec-
tor (LSND) and MiniBooNE, as well as with present con-
straints and projected constraints from the Fermilab Short-
Baseline Neutrino (SBN) program.

As an illustration, Fig. 4 also shows DUNE’s discovery
potential for a scenario with one sterile neutrino governed by
the LSND best-fit parameters:!
$m2

41 = 1.2 eV2; sin2 2!µe = 0.003
"

[19]. A small 90%
CL allowed region is obtained, which can be compared with
the LSND allowed region in the same figure.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the DUNE sensitivity to !34 using the NC sam-
ples at the ND and FD with previous and existing experiments. Regions
to the right of the contour are excluded

Fig. 4 DUNE sensitivities to !µe from the appearance and disappear-
ance samples at the ND and FD are shown on the top plot, along with a
comparison with previous existing experiments and the sensitivity from
the future SBN program. Regions to the right of the DUNE contours
are excluded. The plot is adapted from Ref. [18]. In the bottom plot, the
ellipse displays the DUNE discovery potential assuming !µe and $m2

41
set at the best-fit point determined by LSND [19] (represented by the
star) for the best-case scenario referenced in the text
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Non-standard interactions (NSI)
Non-standard neutrino interactions during propagation can be described as new 
contributions to the MSW effect: 

DUNE might improve current constraints on the electron flavour-changing NSI intensity 
parameters by a factor 2-5. Shown here the allowed regions (68, 90 and 95% CL) for an 
exposure of 300 kton MW year.

Chapter 1: Beyond the Standard Model Physics Program 1–15

1.5 Non-Standard Neutrino Interactions1

NSI can significantly modify the data to be collected by DUNE as long as the new physics pa-2

rameters are large enough. NSI may impact the determination of current unknowns such as3

CPV [89, 90], mass hierarchy [91] and octant of ◊23 [92]. If the DUNE data are consistent with the4

standard oscillation for three massive neutrinos, NC NSI e�ects of order 0.1 GF , a�ecting neutrino5

propagation through the Earth, can be ruled out at DUNE [93, 94]. We notice that DUNE might6

improve current constraints on |‘m

e·
| and |‘m

eµ
| by a factor 2-5 [95, 96, 8]. New CC interactions can7

also lead to modifications in the production and the detection of neutrinos. The findings on source8

and detector NSI studies at DUNE are presented in [97, 98]. In particular, the simultaneous impact9

on the measurement of ”CP and ◊23 is investigated in detail. Depending on the assumptions, such10

as the use of the ND and whether NSI at production and detection are the same, the impact of11

source/detector NSI at DUNE may be relevant. We are assuming the results from [97], in which12

DUNE does not have sensitivity to discover or to improve bounds on source/detector NSI, and13

focus our attention in the propagation.14

1.5.1 NSI in propagation at DUNE15

NC NSI can be understood as non-standard matter e�ects that are visible only in a FD at a
su�ciently long baseline. They can be parameterized as new contributions to the Mikheyev-
Smirnov-Wolfenstein e�ect (MSW) matrix in the neutrino-propagation Hamiltonian:

H = U

Q
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0
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/2E

R

db U † + ṼMSW , (1.8)
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ee
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µµ
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µ·
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··

R

db (1.9)

Here, U is the standard PMNS leptonic mixing matrix, for which we use the standard parameteri-16

zation found, e.g., in [30], and the ‘-parameters give the magnitude of the NSI relative to standard17

weak interactions. For new physics scales of a few hundred GeV, a value of |‘| of the order 0.01 or18

less is expected [99, 100, 101]. The DUNE baseline provides an advantage in the detection of NSI19

relative to existing beam-based experiments with shorter baselines. Only atmospheric-neutrino20

experiments have longer baselines, but the sensitivity of these experiments to NSI is limited by21

systematic e�ects [102].22

To assess DUNE sensitivity to NC NSI, the NSI discovery reach is defined in the following way:23

the expected event spectra are simulated using GLoBES [44, 45], assuming true values for the24

NSI parameters, and a fit is then attempted assuming no NSI. If the fit is incompatible with25

the simulated data at a given confidence level, the chosen true values of the NSI parameters are26

considered to be within the experimental discovery reach.27
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Fig. 7 Allowed regions of the
non-standard oscillation
parameters in which we see
important degeneracies (top)
and the complex non-diagonal
ones (bottom). We conduct the
analysis considering all the NSI
parameters as non-negligible.
The sensitivity regions are for
68% CL [red line (left)], 90%
CL [green dashed line
(middle)], and 95% CL [blue
dotted line (right)]. Current
bounds are taken from [78]

data to be collected by DUNE as long as the new physics
parameters are large enough [55]. Leveraging its very long
baseline and wide-band beam, DUNE is uniquely sensitive
to these probes. NSI may impact the determination of current
unknowns such as CPV [56,57], mass hierarchy [58,59] and
octant of !23 [60]. If the DUNE data are consistent with the
standard oscillation for three massive neutrinos, off-diagonal
NC NSI effects of order 0.1 GF can be ruled out at the 68
to 95% CL [61,62]. We note that DUNE might improve
current constraints on |"me# | and |"meµ|, the electron flavor-
changing NSI intensity parameters (see Eq. 8), by a factor
2-5 [55,63,64]. New CC interactions can also lead to modifi-
cations in the production, at the beam source, and the detec-
tion of neutrinos. The findings on source and detector NSI
studies at DUNE are presented in [65,66], in which DUNE
does not have sensitivity to discover or to improve bounds on
source/detector NSI. In particular, the simultaneous impact
on the measurement of $CP and !23 is investigated in detail.
Depending on the assumptions, such as the use of the ND and
whether NSI at production and detection are the same, the
impact of source/detector NSI at DUNE may be relevant. We
focus our attention on the propagation, based on the results
from [65].

NC NSI can be understood as non-standard matter effects
that are visible only in an FD at a sufficiently long baseline.
They can be parameterized as new contributions to the mat-
ter potential in the Mikheyev–Smirnov–Wolfenstein effect
(MSW) [67–72] matrix in the neutrino-propagation Hamil-
tonian:

H = U

!

"
0

%m2
21/2E

%m2
31/2E

#

$U † + ṼMSW, (7)

with

ṼMSW =
!

2GFNe

!

"
1 + "mee "meµ "me#

"m"
eµ "mµµ "mµ#

"m"
e# "m"

µ# "m##

#

$ (8)

Here, U is the standard PMNS leptonic mixing matrix, for
which we use the standard parameterization found, e.g., in
[73], and the "-parameters give the magnitude of the NSI rel-
ative to standard weak interactions. For new physics scales
of a few hundred GeV, a value of |"| of the order 0.01 or
less is expected [74–76]. The DUNE baseline provides an
advantage in the detection of NSI relative to existing beam-
based experiments with shorter baselines. Only atmospheric-
neutrino experiments have longer baselines, but the sensi-
tivity of these experiments to NSI is limited by systematic
effects [77].

In this analysis, we use GLoBES with the MonteCUBES
C library, a plugin that replaces the deterministic GLoBES
minimizer by a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method
that is able to handle higher dimensional parameter spaces.
In the simulations we use the configuration for the DUNE
TDR [1]. Each point scanned by the MCMC is stored and
a frequentist &2 analysis is performed with the results. The
analysis assumes an exposure of 300 kt · MW · year.

In an analysis with all the NSI parameters free to vary, we
obtain the sensitivity regions in Fig. 7. We omit the super-
script m that appears in Eq. (8). The credible regions are
shown for different confidence levels. We note, however,
that constraints on "## # "µµ coming from global fit analy-
sis [55,64,78,79] can remove the left and right solutions of
"## # "µµ in Fig. 7.

In order to constrain the standard oscillation parameters
when NSI are present, we use the fit for three-neutrino mix-
ing from [78] and implement prior constraints to restrict the
region sampled by the MCMC. The sampling of the param-
eter space is explained in [62] and the priors that we use can
be found in Table 4.

The effects of NSI on the measurements of the standard
oscillation parameters at DUNE are explicit in Fig. 8, where
we superpose the allowed regions with non-negligible NSI
and the standard-only credible regions at 90% CL. In the

123
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Figure 1.10: The sensitivities of DUNE to the di�erence of neutrino and antineutrino parameters: �”,
�(�m2

31
), �(sin2 ◊13) and �(sin2 ◊23) for the atmospheric angle in the lower octant (magenta line),

in the upper octant (cyan line) and for maximal mixing (green line).

Performing the statistical analysis in the CPT-conserving way, as indicated in Eq. (1.12), we obtain1

the profile of the atmospheric mixing angle presented in Figure 1.11. The profiles for the individual2

reconstructed results (neutrino and antineutrino) are also shown in the figure for comparison. The3

result is a new best fit value at sin2 ◊comb

23
= 0.467, disfavoring the true values for neutrino and4

antineutrino parameters at approximately 3‡ and more than 5‡, respectively.5

Figure 1.11: DUNE sensitivity to the atmospheric angle for neutrinos (blue), antineutrinos (red), and
to the combination of both under the assumption of CPT conservation (black).

DUNE Physics The DUNE Technical Design Report

P(νμ → νe) ≠ P(ν̄μ → ν̄e) ⇒ CP violation

P(νμ → νμ) ≠ P(ν̄μ → ν̄μ) ⇒ CPT violation

Projected sensitivity of DUNE to CPT violation for an exposure of 300 kton MW yr and 
three different values of the θ23 mixing angle: maximal mixing (green), lower octant 
(magenta) and upper octant (blue). 
Current experimental bounds: Δ(Δm2

31) ≡ Δm2
31 − Δm̄2

31 < 3.7 × 10−4 eV2

Δ(sin2 θ23) ≡ sin2 θ23 − sin2 θ̄23 < 0.32

CPT violation
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Searches at  
the Near Detector

ND FD
νμp νμ → νX
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Fig. 16 95% CL sensitivity of a 40% (blue hashed regions) and a 25%
(dashed contours) uncertainty measurement of the !µN ! !µµ

+µ"N
cross section at the DUNE near detector to modifications of the vec-
tor and axial-vector couplings of muon-neutrinos to muons. The gray
regions are excluded at 95% CL by existing measurements of the cross
section by the CCFR Collaboration. The intersection of the thin black
lines indicates the SM point. A 40% precision measurement could be
possible with 6 years of data taking in neutrino mode

ble. Our baseline analysis does not extend the sensitivity into
parameter space that is unconstrained by the CCFR measure-
ment. However, it is likely that the use of a magnetized spec-
trometer, as it is being considered for the DUNE ND, able to
identify the charge signal of the trident final state, along with
a more sophisticated event selection (e.g., deep-learning-
based), will significantly improve separation between neu-
trino trident interactions and backgrounds. Therefore, we
also present the region (blue dashed line) that could be probed
by a 25% measurement of the neutrino trident cross section
at DUNE, which would extend the coverage of new physics
parameter space substantially.

We consider a class of models that modify the trident cross
section through the presence of an additional neutral gauge
boson, Z #, that couples to neutrinos and charged leptons.
A consistent way of introducing such a Z # is to gauge an
anomaly-free global symmetry of the SM. Of particular inter-
est is the Z # that is based on gauging the difference of muon-
number and tau-number, Lµ"L" [153,154]. Such a Z # is rel-
atively weakly constrained and can for example address the
longstanding discrepancy between SM prediction and mea-
surement of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon,
(g " 2)µ [155,156]. The Lµ " L" Z # has also been used in
models to explain B physics anomalies [157] and as a portal
to dark matter (DM) [158,159]. The !µN ! !µµ

+µ"N
trident process has been identified as an important probe of

Fig. 17 Existing constraints and projected DUNE sensitivity in the
Lµ " L" parameter space. Shown in green is the region where the
(g " 2)µ anomaly can be explained at the 2# level. The parameter
regions already excluded by existing constraints are shaded in gray
and correspond to a CMS search for pp ! µ+µ"Z # ! µ+µ"µ+µ"

[160] (“LHC”), a BaBar search for e+e" ! µ+µ"Z # ! µ+µ"µ+µ"

[161] (“BaBar”), a previous measurement of the trident cross section
[146,151] (“CCFR”), a measurement of the scattering rate of solar neu-
trinos on electrons [162–164] (“Borexino”), and bounds from Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis [165,166] (“BBN”). The DUNE sensitivity shown by
the solid blue line assumes 6 years of data running in neutrino mode,
leading to a measurement of the trident cross section with 40% precision

gauged Lµ " L" models over a broad range of Z # masses
[151,157].

In Fig. 17 we show the existing CCFR constraint on
the model parameter space in the mZ # vs. g# plane, where
g# is the Lµ " L" gauge coupling, and compare it to the
region of parameter space where the anomaly in (g " 2)µ =
2aµ can be explained. The green region shows the 1#

and 2# preferred parameter space corresponding to a shift
$aµ = aexp

µ " aSM
µ = (2.71 ± 0.73) $ 10"9 [167]. In

addition, constraints from LHC searches for the Z # in the
pp ! µ+µ"Z # ! µ+µ"µ+µ" process [160] (see also
[151]) and direct searches for the Z # at BaBar using the
e+e" ! µ+µ"Z # ! µ+µ"µ+µ" process [161] are
shown. A Borexino bound on non-standard contributions to
neutrino-electron scattering [162–164] has also been used
to constrain the Lµ " L" gauge boson [166,168,169]. Our
reproduction of the Borexino constraint is shown in Fig. 17.
For very light Z # masses of O(few MeV) and below, strong
constraints from measurements of the effective number of
relativistic degrees of freedom during Big Bang Nucleosyn-
thesis (BBN) apply [165,166]. Taking into account all rele-
vant constraints, parameter space to explain (g " 2)µ is left
below the di-muon threshold mZ # ! 210 MeV. The DUNE
sensitivity shown by the solid blue line assumes a measure-
ment of the trident cross section with 40% precision.
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1.7 Search for Neutrino Tridents at the Near Detector1

Neutrino trident production is a weak process in which a neutrino, scattering o� the Coulomb
field of a heavy nucleus, generates a pair of charged leptons, as shown in Fig. 1.12 [15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21]. Measurements of muonic neutrino tridents (‹µ æ ‹µµ+µ≠) were carried out at the

Figure 1.12: Example diagrams for muon-neutrino-induced trident processes in the Standard Model.
A second set of diagrams where the photon couples to the negatively charged leptons is not shown.
Analogous diagrams exist for processes induced by di�erent neutrino flavors and by anti-neutrinos. A
diagram illustrating trident interactions mediated by a new Z Õ gauge boson, discussed in the text, is
shown on the top right.

CHARM-II [141], CCFR [142] and NuTeV [143] experiments:

‡(‹µ æ ‹µµ+µ≠)exp

‡(‹µ æ ‹µµ+µ≠)SM

=

Y
__]

__[

1.58 ± 0.64 (CHARM-II)
0.82 ± 0.28 (CCFR)
0.72+1.73

≠0.72 (NuTeV)

The high-intensity muon-neutrino beam at the DUNE ND will lead to a sizable production rate of2

trident events (see Table 1.8), o�ering excellent prospects to improve the above measurements [22,3

23, 24]. A deviation from the event rate predicted by the SM could be an indication of new4

interactions mediated by the corresponding new gauge bosons [144].5

The main challenge in obtaining a precise measurement of the muonic trident cross section will be6

the copious backgrounds, mainly consisting of CC single-pion production events, ‹µN æ µfiN Õ, as7

muon and pion tracks can be easily confused in LArTPC detectors. The discrimination power of8

the DUNE ND LArTPC was evaluated using large simulation datasets of signal and background.9

Each simulation event represents a di�erent neutrino-argon interaction in the active volume of the10

detector. Signal events were generated using a standalone code [22] that simulates trident produc-11

tion of muons and electrons through the scattering of ‹µ and ‹e on argon nuclei (or iron nuclei,12
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ed/simulated within MG5aMC.

The aim of this paper is to provide an implementation that allows the simulation of

the complete chain of subprocesses, from the production to the final detection at a BDF

in one go. Our starting point are FeynRules [15–17] for the implementation of the new

physics model lagrangian and MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [18, 19], MG5aMC for short,

for providing the necessary short-distance physics elements, the automatic production of

particle-level unweighted events and the framework. To achieve maximal flexibility we

provide the implementation as a MG5aMC plugin, in line with other recently developed

applications [20–22]. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the elements of the simulation which are

automatically combined in our implementation. These functionalities are available so that

samples of unweighted events in a standard format can be generated in a single step and

eventually passed to the simulation of the detector response. For the rest of the paper

we dub the MG5aMC plugin for the simulation of hidden particle e!ects at beam dump

facilities with the short-hand name MadDump.

An important aspect of our implementation is that it provides the elements of the

simulation that are related to BSM physics in a single framework. This entails a number

of advantages. First, it eliminates the possibility of making mistakes in the generation or

in the combination of event samples for the production and the detection stages. This

is particularly relevant when scanning over the parameters of a BSM model, where, al-

though every step is simple in principle, the combinatorics and the bookkeeping would

make the whole construction cumbersome. Second, by using functionalities already present

– 3 –
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Fig. 40 The 90% CL sensitivity regions for dominant mixings |UeN |2
(top left), |UµN |2 (top right), and |U!N |2 (bottom) are presented for
DUNE ND (black) [287]. The regions are a combination of the sen-
sitivity to HNL decay channels with good detection prospects.These
are N ! "ee, "eµ, "µµ, "#0, e# , and µ# . The study is per-
formed for Majorana neutrinos (solid) and Dirac neutrinos (dashed),
assuming no background. The region excluded by experimental con-
straints (grey/brown) is obtained by combining the results from PS191
[288,289], peak searches [290–294], CHARM [295], NuTeV [296],

DELPHI [297], and T2K [298]. The sensitivity for DUNE ND is com-
pared to the predictions of future experiments, SBN [299] (blue), SHiP
[300] (red), NA62 [301] (green), MATHUSLA [302] (purple), and the
Phase II of FASER [303]. For reference, a band corresponding to the
contribution light neutrino masses between 20 and 200 meV in a single
generation see-saw type I model is shown (yellow). Larger values of the
mixing angles are allowed if an extension to see-saw models is invoked,
for instance, in an inverse or extended see-saw scheme

11 Conclusions and outlook

DUNE will be a powerful discovery tool for a variety of
physics topics under very active exploration today, from
the potential discovery of new particles beyond those pre-
dicted in the SM, to precision neutrino measurements that
may uncover deviations from the present three-flavor mix-
ing paradigm and unveil new interactions and symmetries.
The ND alone will offer excellent opportunities to search
for light DM and to measure rare processes such as neu-
trino trident interactions. Besides enabling its potential to
place leading constraints on deviations from the three-flavor
oscillation paradigm, such as light sterile neutrinos and non-
standard interactions, DUNE’s massive high-resolution FD
will probe the possible existence of baryon number violating
processes and BDM. The flexibility of the LBNF beamline
opens prospects for high-energy beam running, providing
access to probing and measuring tau neutrino physics with

unprecedented precision. Through the ample potential for
BSM physics, DUNE offers an opportunity for strong col-
laboration between theorists and experimentalists and will
provide significant opportunities for breakthrough discover-
ies in the coming decades.
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Figure 1.17: Expected DUNE On-axis (solid red) and PRISM (dashed red) sensitivity using ‰e≠ æ ‰e≠

scattering. We assume –D = 0.5 in both panels, and MV = 3M‰ (M‰ = 20 MeV) in the left (right)
panel, respectively. Existing constraints are shown in grey, and the relic density target is shown as
a black line. We also show for comparison the sensitivity curve expected for LDMX-Phase I (solid
blue) [177].

MV = 2M‰ = 40 MeV, while the second is the source for the slight kink around MV = mfi0 (which1

appears also in the left panel).2

1.8.3 Inelastic Boosted Dark Matter Search at the DUNE FD3

1.8.3.1 BDM Flux from the Galactic Halo4

As we mentioned in Section 1.1, we look at an annihilating two-component DM scenario [31] in5

this study. The heavier DM (denoted ‰0) plays a role of cosmological DM and pair-annihilates6

to a pair of lighter DM particles (denoted ‰1) in the universe today. The expected flux near the7

Earth is given by [30, 173, 36]8

F1 = 1.6 ◊ 10≠6cm≠2s≠1 ◊
1

È‡vÍ0æ1
5◊10≠26cm3s≠1

2
◊

1
10 GeV

m‰0

22

, (1.20)

where m‰0 is the mass of ‰0 and È‡vÍ0æ1 stands for the velocity-averaged annihilation cross section9

of ‰0‰̄0 æ ‰1‰̄1 in the current universe. To evaluate the reference value shown as the first prefactor,10

we take m‰0 = 10 GeV and È‡vÍ0æ1 = 5 ◊ 10≠26cm3s≠1, the latter of which is consistent with the11

current observation of DM relic density assuming ‰0 and its anti-particle ‰̄0 are distinguishable.12

To integrate all relevant contributions over the entire galaxy, we assume the Navarro-Frenk-White13
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Figure 1.16: Production of fermionic DM via two-body pseudoscalar meson decay m æ “V , when
MV < mm (left) or via three-body decay m æ “‰‰ (center) and DM-electron elastic scattering (right
panel).

electrons, depicted in the right panel of Figure 1.16. The di�erential cross section of this scattering,
as a function of the recoil energy of the electron Ee, is

d‡‰e

dEe

= 4fi‘2–D–EM

2meE2

‰
≠ (2meE‰ + m2

‰
)(Ee ≠ me)

(E2
e

≠ m2
‰
)(m2

V
+ 2meEe ≠ 2m2

e
)2

, (1.17)

where E‰ is the incoming DM ‰ energy. The signal is an event with only one recoil electron in1

the final state. We may use the scattering angle and energy of the electron to distinguish between2

signal and background (discussed in the following) events.3

1.8.2.2 Background Considerations4

The background to the process shown in the right panel of Figure 1.16 consists of any processes5

involving an electron recoil. As the ND is located near the surface, background events, in general,6

can be induced by cosmic rays as well as by neutrinos generated from the beam. Since majority7

of cosmic-induced, however, will be vetoed by triggers and timing information, the dominant8

background will be from neutrinos coming in the DUNE beam.9

The two neutrino-related backgrounds are ‹µ ≠ e≠ scattering, which looks nearly identical to the10

signal, and ‹e CCQE scattering, which does not. The latter has a much larger rate (≥ 10 times11

higher) than the former, however, we expect that using the kinematical variable Ee◊2

e
of the final12

state, where ◊e is the direction of the outgoing electron relative to the beam direction, will allow13

the ‹e CCQE background to be vetoed e�ectively.14

While spectral information regarding Ee could allow a search to distinguish between ‰e and ‹µe15

scattering, we expect that uncertainties in the ‹µ flux (both in terms of overall normalization16

and shape as a function of neutrino energy) will make such an analysis very complicated. For17

this reason, we include a normalization uncertainty of 10% on the expected background rate and18

perform a counting analysis. Studies are ongoing to determine how such an analysis may be19

improved.20

For this analysis we have assumed 3.5 years of data collection each in neutrino and antineutrino21

modes, analyzing events that occur within the fiducial volume of the DUNE near detector. We22

compare results assuming either all data is collected with the ND on-axis, or data collection23

is divided equally among all o�-axis positions, 0.7 yr at each position i, between 0 and 24 m24

transverse to the beam direction (in steps of 6 meters). We assume three sources of uncertainty:25
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Fig. 19 Expected DUNE On-axis (solid red) and PRISM (dashed red)
sensitivity using !e! " !e! scattering. We assume "D = 0.5 in
both panels, and MV = 3M! (M! = 20 MeV) in the left (right) panel,

respectively. Existing constraints are shown in grey, and the relic den-
sity target is shown as a black line. We also show for comparison the
sensitivity curve expected for LDMX-Phase I (solid blue) [193]

flux near the earth is given by [175,181,187]

F1 = 1.6 # 10!6cm!2s!1 #
! $#v%$ "!

5 # 10!26cm3s!1

"

#
!

10 GeV
M$

"2

, (20)

where m$ is the mass of $ and $#v%$ "! stands for the
velocity-averaged annihilation cross section of $ $̄ " !!̄

in the current universe. To evaluate the reference value
shown as the first prefactor, we take M$ = 10 GeV and
$#v%$ "! = 5#10!26 cm3s!1, the latter of which is consis-
tent with the current observation of DM relic density assum-
ing $ and its anti-particle $̄ are distinguishable. To inte-
grate all relevant contributions over the entire galaxy, we
assume the Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) DM halo profile
[203,204]. In this section we assume the BDM flux with a
M$ dependence given by Eq. (20) for the phenomenological
analysis.

The BDM that is created, e.g., at the galactic center,
reaches the DUNE FD detectors and scatters off either elec-
trons or protons energetically. In this study, we focus on elec-
tron scattering signatures for illustration, under Benchmark
Model (i) defined in Eq. (14). The overall process is summa-
rized as follows:

! + e! (or p)

" e! (or p)+ ! &(" ! + V (') " ! + e+ + e!), (21)

Fig. 20 The inelastic BDM signal under consideration

where ! & is a dark-sector unstable particle that is heavier
than ! as described earlier. A diagrammatic description is
shown in Fig. 20 where particles visible by the detector are
circled in blue. In the final state of the e-scattering case,
there exist three visible particles that usually leave sizable
(e-like) tracks in the detectors. On the other hand, for the
p-scattering case we can replace e! in the left-hand side and
the first e! in the right-hand side of the above process by p.
In the basic model, Eq. (14), and given the source of BDM
at the galactic center, the resulting signature accompanies a
quasi-elastic proton recoil [205] together with a pair of e+e!

tracks.
As we have identified a possible inelastic BDM (iBDM)

signature, we are now in a position to discuss potential SM
background events. For the DUNE detector modules located
( 1480 m deep underground, the cosmic-induced back-
grounds are not an issue except the background induced
by atmospheric neutrinos. The most plausible scenario for

123

Boosted dark matter

21

The DUNE FD, with a fiducial mass of 40 kton 
and high-resolution tracking, will be sensitive 
to dark matter from astrophysical sources 
such as the galactic halo.
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Fig. 21 The experimental sensitivities in terms of reference model
parameters MV ! ! for M" = 0.4 GeV, M# = 5 MeV, and $M =
M# " ! M# = 10 MeV (top-left panel) and M" = 2 GeV, M# " =
50 MeV, and $M = 10 MeV (top-right panel). The left panels are for

Scenario 1 and the right ones are for Scenario 2. The bottom panels
compare different reference points in the p-scattering channel. See the
text for the details

%!F # N 90
s

A(&lab)texpNT
. (23)

Since &lab differs event-by-event, we take the maximally
possible value of laboratory-frame mean decay length, i.e.,
&̄max

lab $ ' max
# " &̄rest where ' max

# " is the maximum boost factor of

# " and &̄rest is the rest-frame mean decay length. We empha-
size that this is a rather conservative approach, because the
acceptance A is inversely proportional to &lab. We then show
the experimental sensitivity of any kind of experiment for a
given background expectation, exposure time, and number
of targets, in the plane of &̄max

lab ! %! · F . The top panel of
Fig. 22 demonstrates the expected model-independent sen-
sitivities at the DUNE experiment. The green (blue) line is
for the DUNE FD with a background-free assumption and
20 (40) kt · year exposure.

The bottom panel of Fig. 22 reports model-dependent sen-
sitivities for &̄max

lab = 0 m and 100 m corresponding to the

experiments in the top panel. Note that this method of presen-
tation is reminiscent of the widely known scheme for show-
ing the experimental reaches in various DM direct detec-
tion experiments, i.e., MDM ! %DM!target where MDM is the
mass of DM and %DM!target is the cross section between the
DM and target. For the case of non-relativistic DM scatter-
ing in the direct-detection experiments, MDM determines the
kinetic energy scale of the incoming DM, just like M" sets
out the incoming energy of boosted # in the iBDM search.

8.3 Elastic boosted dark matter from the sun

In this section, we focus on Benchmark Model (ii) described
by Eq. (15). This study uses DUNE’s full FD event generation
and detector simulation. We focus on BDM flux sourced by
DM annihilation in the core of the sun. DM particles can be
captured through their scattering with the nuclei within the
sun, mostly hydrogen and helium. This makes the core of the
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Fig. 32 Event display for an easily recognizable p ! K+! signal
event. The vertical axis is TDC value, and the horizontal axis is wire
number. The bottom view is induction plane one, the middle is induction
plane two, and the top is the collection plane. Hits associated with the
reconstructed muon track are shown in red, and hits associated with
the reconstructed kaon track are shown in green. Hits from the decay
electron can be seen at the end of the muon track

are shown in red, and hits associated with the reconstructed
proton track are shown in green. Hits from the decay electron
can be seen at the end of the muon track.

The proton decay signal and atmospheric neutrino back-
ground events are processed using the same reconstruction
chain and subject to the same selection criteria. There are
two preselection cuts to remove obvious background. One
cut requires at least two tracks, which aims to select events
with a kaon plus a kaon decay product (usually a muon). The
other cut requires that the longest track be less than 100 cm;
this removes backgrounds from high energy neutrino inter-
actions. After these cuts, 50% of the signal and 17.5% of the
background remain in the sample. The signal inefficiency
at this stage of selection is due mainly to the kaon tracking
efficiency. Optimal lifetime sensitivity is achieved by com-
bining the preselection cuts with a BDT cut that gives a signal
efficiency of 0.15 and a background rejection of 0.999997,
which corresponds to approximately one background event
per Mt · year.

The limiting factor in the sensitivity is the kaon tracking
efficiency. The reconstruction is not yet optimized, and the

Fig. 33 Event display for an atmospheric neutrino interaction, !µn !
µ" p, which might be selected in the p ! K+! sample if the proton
is misidentified as a kaon. The vertical axis is TDC value, and the
horizontal axis is wire number. The bottom view is induction plane one,
the middle is induction plane two, and the top is the collection plane.
Hits associated with the reconstructed muon track are shown in red, and
hits associated with the reconstructed proton track are shown in green.
Hits from the decay electron can be seen at the end of the muon track

kaon tracking efficiency should increase with improvements
in the reconstruction algorithms. To understand the poten-
tial improvement, a visual scan of simulated decays of kaons
into muons was performed. For this sample of events, with
kaon momentum in the 150 MeV/c to 450 MeV/c range,
scanners achieved greater than 90% efficiency at recogniz-
ing the K+ ! µ+ ! e+ decay chain. The inefficiency
came mostly from short kaon tracks (momentum below
180 MeV/c) and kaons that decay in flight. Note that the
lowest momentum kaons (< 150 MeV/c) were not included
in the study; the path length for kaons in this range would also
be too short to track. Based on this study, the kaon tracking
efficiency could be improved to a maximum value of approxi-
mately 80% with optimized reconstruction algorithms, where
the remaining inefficiency comes from low-energy kaons and
kaons that charge exchange, scatter, or decay in flight. Com-
bining this tracking performance improvement with some
improvement in the K/p separation performance for short
tracks, the overall signal selection efficiency improves from
15% to approximately 30%.
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Grand unified theories extending the SM predict 
low-energy observables such as nucleon decay, 
including the decay of the proton into a kaon. 

The DUNE FD has the unique ability to track and 
identify the kaons produced in those decays. 

A lower limit on the proton lifetime of 1.3×1034 
years is expected if no signal is observed in 10 
years.322 Page 34 of 51 Eur. Phys. J. C (2021) 81 :322

Fig. 29 Tracking efficiency for kaons in simulated proton decay
events, p ! K+!, as a function of kaon kinetic energy (top) and
true path length (bottom)

The kaon FSI in Super-Kamiokande’s simulation of p !
K+! in oxygen seem to have a smaller effect on the outgoing
kaon momentum distribution [241] than is seen here with the
GENIE simulation on argon. Some differences are expected
due to the different nuclei, but differences in the FSI models
are under investigation.

Kaon FSI have implications on the ability to identify p !
K+! events in DUNE. Track reconstruction efficiency for a
charged particle x± is defined as

"x± = x± particles with a reconstructed track
events with x± particle

. (26)

The denominator includes events in which an x± particle was
created and has deposited energy within any of the TPCs.
The numerator includes events in which an x± particle was
created and has deposited energy within any of the TPCs,
and a reconstructed track can be associated to the x± particle
based on the number of hits generated by that particle along
the track. This efficiency can be calculated as a function of
true kinetic energy and true track length.

Figure 29 shows the tracking efficiency for K+ from pro-
ton decay via p ! K+! as a function of true kinetic energy
and true path length. The overall tracking efficiency for kaons
from proton decay is 58.0%, meaning that 58.0% of all the
simulated kaons are associated with a reconstructed track in

Fig. 30 Particle identification using P I DA for muons and kaons in
simulated proton decay events, p ! K+!, and protons in simulated
atmospheric neutrino background events. The curves are normalized by
area

the detector. From Fig. 29, the tracking threshold is approx-
imately " 40 MeV of kinetic energy, which translates to
" 4.0 cm in true path length. The biggest loss in tracking
efficiency is due to kaons with < 40 MeV of kinetic energy
due to scattering inside the nucleus. The efficiency levels off
to approximately 80% above 80 MeV of kinetic energy; this
inefficiency even at high kinetic energy is due mostly to kaons
that decay in flight. Both kaon scattering in the liquid argon
(LAr) and charge exchange are included in the detector sim-
ulation but are relatively small effects (4.6% of kaons scatter
in the LAr and 1.2% of kaons experience charge exchange).
The tracking efficiency for muons from the decay of the K+

in p ! K+! is 90%.
Hits associated with a reconstructed track are used to cal-

culate the energy loss of charged particles, which provides
valuable information on particle energy and species. If the
charged particle stops in the LArTPC active volume, a com-
bination of dE/dx and the reconstructed residual range (R,
the path length to the end point of the track) is used to define
a parameter for particle ID (PID). The parameter, P I DA, is
defined as [262]

P I DA =
!"

dE
dx

#

i
R0.42
i

$
, (27)

where the median is taken over all track points i for which
the residual range Ri is less than 30 cm.

Figure 30 shows the P I DA performance for kaons (from
proton decay), muons (from kaon decay), and protons pro-
duced by atmospheric neutrino interactions. The tail with
lower values in each distribution is due to cases where the
decay/stopping point was missed by the track reconstruction.
The tail with higher values is caused when a second particle
overlaps at the decay/stopping point causing higher values of
dE/dx and resulting in higher values of P I DA. In addition,
ionization fluctuations smear out these distributions.
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The capable DUNE detectors and the powerful LBNF beam enable a rich experimental 
program of (neutrino and non-neutrino) BSM physics searches, including 

• non-standard short-baseline and long-baseline oscillation phenomena; 
• searches for new phenomena/particles at the ND related to the beam and its 

interactions with the detector; 
• searches for new phenomena at the FD benefitting from its large mass; 

This is a very active and exciting area of collaboration between experimentalists and 
theorists/phenomenologists. New ideas welcome! 

Outlook

23


